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Abstract. The space environment is forever changing on all
spatial and temporal scales. Energy releases are observed
in numerous dynamic phenomena (e.g. solar flares, coronal
mass ejections, solar energetic particle events) where mea-
surements provide signatures of the dynamics. Parameters
(e.g. peak count rate, total energy released, etc.) describing
these phenomena are found to have frequency size distribu-
tions that follow power-law behavior. Natural phenomena
on Earth, such as earthquakes and landslides, display similar
power-law behavior. This suggests an underlying universal-
ity in nature and poses the question of whether the distri-
bution of energy is the same for all these phenomena. Fre-
quency distributions provide constraints for models that aim
to simulate the physics and statistics observed in the individ-
ual phenomenon. The concept of self-organized criticality
(SOC), also known as the “avalanche concept”, was intro-
duced by Bak et al. (1987, 1988), to characterize the behav-
ior of dissipative systems that contain a large number of ele-
ments interacting over a short range. The systems evolve to
a critical state in which a minor event starts a chain reaction
that can affect any number of elements in the system. It is
found that frequency distributions of the output parameters
from the chain reaction taken over a period of time can be
represented by power-laws. During the last decades SOC has
been debated from all angles. New SOC models, as well as
non-SOC models have been proposed to explain the power-
law behavior that is observed. Furthermore, since Bak’s pio-
neering work in 1987, people have searched for signatures of
SOC everywhere. This paper will review how SOC behavior
has become one way of interpreting the power-law behavior
observed in natural occurring phenomenon in the Sun down
to the Earth.
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1 Introduction

It is well-known that natural catastrophes occurring on Earth
such as earthquakes, landslides, etc. cost many human lives
each year (see for example O’Neill, 2005). Consequently,
mitigation (e.g. designing earthquake resistant structures)
and prediction of these hazards (e.g. earthquake – tsunami
prediction) is of vital importance, especially the understand-
ing of what triggers the extreme events. The space envi-
ronment also has hazards of its own which in some circum-
stances may have unexpected and unwanted effects on tech-
nology and humans both in space and on Earth. In space,
radiation protection from phenomena such as solar energetic
particle events is a prime issue for satellites in Earth orbit and
space station operations, for extended missions to planets in
our solar system (e.g. Mars), or for a return visit to the Moon.
Indeed the solar-terrestrial environment is truly dynamic on
all temporal and spatial scales. In the rest of this text hazards
shall be referred to as “avalanches”.

Earthquakes are triggered when a mechanical instability
occurs and a fracture (the sudden slip of a fault) appears in
a part of the Earth’s crust and the main question to answer
is when does such an event “avalanche” happen? Geller et
al. (1997) argue that it is not possible to answer this question
“For large earthquakes to be predictable, they would have
to be unusual events resulting from specific physical states.
However, there is also a general consensus that the Earth
is in a state of self-organized criticality where any small
earthquake has some probability of cascading into a large
event”. Regarding any possible existing earthquake precur-
sors Geller et al. (1997) also state “Thousands of obser-
vations of allegedly anomalous phenomena (seismological,
geodetic, hydrological, geochemical, electromagnetic, ani-
mal behavior, and so forth) have been claimed as earthquake
precursors, but in general, the phenomena were claimed as
precursors after the earthquakes occurred”. Furthermore,
Sornette (2002) wrote “There is a series of surprizing and
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somewhat controversial studies showing that many large
earthquakes have been preceded by an increase in the number
of intermediate sized events”. Contrary to Sornette’s state-
ment that many large earthquakes have intermediate-sized
precursors, there are new studies of earthquakes in Turkey
that find a 6-yr quiescence period before large earthquakes
(Oztürk, 2011).

What is the most fruitful way to study avalanches, espe-
cially the catastrophic avalanches, better known as the ex-
treme events? Basically, there are two approaches that are
used for this purpose: “case by case” or “applying statis-
tics”. Does one approach teach us more than the other or
do the approaches complement each other, for example in
regard to prediction purposes? Individual case studies have
often been the traditional way to study extreme events. This
has often been the preferred approach as they cause the most
damage and there simply is more information available (data
from many different sources has been recorded). For exam-
ple, physical processes leading to magnetic energy releases
have been analyzed in individual solar flares using multi-
wavelength observations. Such single-case solar flare stud-
ies constrain the number and energy spectrum of accelerated
electrons and ions and the characteristics of magnetic struc-
tures at different scales in which energetic particles are pro-
duced, propagate and radiate. However single case-by-case
studies can sometimes create general beliefs such as large
solar flares are different from average flares, the “Big Flare
Syndrome (BFS)” as termed by Kahler (1982). Though the
observations may suggest this, the situation may simply be
caused by not being able to measure all the associated sig-
natures in the smaller events due to detection threshold lim-
its. A study performed by Cliver et al. (1994) indicates that
gamma-ray line (GRL) flares are not fundamentally differ-
ent from other large flares without detectable GRL emission.
Instead the fact that small flares lack gamma-ray observa-
tions may simply be a detection threshold effect and as was
originally suggested by Forrest (1983) all flares do acceler-
ate ions. It is now generally accepted that bigger flares are
not fundamentally different from smaller flares, because the
energy-related parameters follow the same (power-law) scal-
ing.

With more and more data becoming available (huge
databases covering long time spans) it is not always possi-
ble to study each “single avalanche event” and a statistical
approach can be used instead. Such an approach is valid if
the phenomenon being studied is found to result from the
same mechanisms of energy release and in the case of so-
lar flares is also independent on whatever their temporal and/
or spectral characteristics may be. The goal of such a sta-
tistical approach is to describe the global behavior of the
avalanches by for example performing frequency distribu-
tions of parameters describing the size of the events consti-
tuting the database. A frequency distribution is a function
that describes the occurrence rate of events as a function of
their size, usually plotted as a histogram of the logarithmic

number versus the logarithmic size. For numerous natural
phenomena (e.g. earthquakes, solar flares, etc.) it is found
that frequency distributions of the output parameters describ-
ing the phenomenon from the chain reaction taken over a pe-
riod of time can be represented by power-laws of the form
dN = Ax−αdx, wheredN is the number of events recorded
with the parameter x of interest betweenx andx+dx, andA

andα are constants. Differential distributions are preferable
as all bins of the histograms are independent of each other,
whereas integral (cumulative) distributions are best for stud-
ies with poor statistics. The underlying physics determining
the exact value of the spectral index of the power-law, which
varies for different size parameters and phenomena, is not yet
well understood, but may suggest some form of universality.

In regard to risk hazard assessment, power-law behavior
also suggests that extreme avalanches are more frequent than
one might have originally thought. For mitigation and pre-
diction issues the important question is whether or not ex-
treme events are “outliers” from the rest of the distribution.
If they are not, then the physical processes governing the ex-
treme events should be the same as those governing the aver-
age events. Therefore a frequency distribution is a powerful
tool providing information about the global properties of a
phenomenon over a given observational period.

Various concepts (models) have been proposed that pro-
duce power-law behavior in nature and one of these is
the concept of self-organized criticality (SOC). SOC, also
known as the “avalanche concept”, was introduced by Bak
et al. (1987, 1988) to characterize the behavior of dissipative
systems that contain a large number of elements interacting
over a short range. The systems evolve to a critical state in
which a minor event starts a chain reaction that can affect
any number of elements in the system. Hence, a power-law
distribution results from nonlinear or coherent processes, has
no characteristic spatial scale and is the hallmark of nonlin-
ear dissipative systems. Such systems are constantly driven
by some random energy input evolving into a critical state
that is maintained as a power-law distribution.

In this paper frequency distributions based on observations
of various avalanche phenomena that occur in the Sun-Earth
scenario are presented. References to theoretical works are
also included in the paper and an introduction to SOC is
given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 various frequency distribution
studies performed on phenomena occurring on the Sun (so-
lar flares and solar energetic particle events) are shown. Sec-
tion 4 discusses results obtained on solar wind and magneto-
spheric phenomena. Thereafter Sect. 5 presents avalanches
(e.g. earthquakes) on Earth. Throughout Sects. 3, 4 and 5 the
results are discussed with respect to the avalanche concept.
Thereafter Sect. 6 presents how the results can be used as in-
put for forecasting and engineering tools. Section 7 discusses
the findings presented in this review paper in respect to SOC.
The paper ends by listing the main conclusions found in this
review study.
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2 Self-Organized Criticality

The concept of SOC evolved from numerical simulations
utilizing several relatively simple cellular-automata models.
The term cellular refers to the fact that the model is discrete
concerning space and the term automaton means that the evo-
lution of the system takes place in discrete steps which are
not necessarily linked to time in the physical sense. In sum-
mary, a cellular automaton is a system which is discrete con-
cerning space and time, and whose evolution through time is
defined by some mathematical redistribution rule. SOC be-
havior is characterized by power-law behavior and has been
observed in a large number of natural phenomena (e.g. earth-
quakes, solar flares, etc.). Several books have been writ-
ten on SOC regarding phenomena that show this behavior
as well as models that simulate SOC. For more informa-
tion on SOC see the books written by Bak (1996), Her-
garten (2002), Jensen (1998) and most recently the book by
Aschwanden (2011) that covers SOC in astrophysics.

In 1987, Per Bak and co-workers presented a model that
evolves towards a critical state without any external tun-
ing. This model is often called Per Bak’s sandpile model
or the Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld (BTW) model. In their first pa-
per (Bak et al., 1987), the BTW model was derived from
a model for the dynamics of an array of coupled pendu-
lums. Thereafter the same model was interpreted in terms
of sandpile dynamics (Bak et al., 1988). In this quadratic
two-dimensional lattice model there is a square grid of boxes
and at each time step a particle is dropped into a randomly
selected box. When a box accumulates four particles, they
are redistributed to the four adjacent boxes. If the adjacent
box is an edge box the particle is lost from the grid. Redis-
tributions can lead to further instabilities, with avalanches of
particles lost from the edge of the grid. The noncumulative
frequency-area distribution of model avalanches is found to
satisfy a power-law (fractal) distribution. The avalanche con-
cept can be illustrated by a simple sandpile experiment (Held
et al., 1990; Bak and Chen, 1991), where sand grains are
added to a sandpile until the slope of the sandpile reaches a
critical value and an avalanche occurs. A natural landslide on
Earth is a natural phenomenon associated with the sandpile
model.

Another model that exhibits SOC is the forest-fire model
(Drossel and Schwabl, 1992a, b). In the simplest version of
this model, a square grid of sites is considered. At each time
step either a tree is planted on a randomly chosen unoccupied
site or a spark is dropped on the site. If the spark is dropped
on a tree, that tree and all adjacent trees are burned in a model
forest fire. It is found that the frequency area distribution of
the smaller fires can be represented by a power-law. Forest
fires occurring on Earth are associated with this model.

The slider-block model also exhibits SOC and in this
model an array of slider blocks are connected to a constant
velocity driver plate by driver springs and to each other by

connector springs. The blocks exhibit stick-slip behavior due
to frictional interactions with the plate across which they are
pulled. The area is defined to be the number of blocks that
participate in a slip event. It is found that the frequency
area distribution of the smaller slip events is represented
by a power-law (e.g. Carlson and Langer, 1989, Carlson et
al., 1994). Earthquakes are associated with the slider-block
model.

It should be mentioned that there exist other theoretical
models that produce power-law behavior, for example the
inverse cascade model. Small clusters of (e.g. trees) on a
grid coalesce to form larger clusters, and clusters are lost in
fires that occur randomly. The result is a self-similar inverse-
cascade that satisfies an inverse power-law distribution of
clusters sizes. Turcotte and Malamad (2004) have related
the inverse-cascade model to the results of several cellular-
automata models and also to real data observed for different
natural hazards. Rosner and Vaiana (1978) developed the
stochastic relaxation model to describe solar flares. In their
model flaring is a stochastic process, energy build-up is ex-
ponential between flares, and all the energy built up between
flares is released by the following flare whereafter the system
returns to its unperturbed ground state via the flare. However,
their prediction that the duration of energy storage is corre-
lated with flare size was not confirmed by observations (Lu,
1995; Crosby, 1996; Crosby et al., 1998; Wheatland, 2000;
Georgoulis et al., 2001).

Forced SOC (FSOC), an alternative concept, shares all the
avalanche phenomenology of power-law distributions, but is
not necessarily self-organized (Chang, 1992, 1999). The key
aspect of this FSOC model is that some external dynamics
exerts forces on a system to produce power-law like distribu-
tions of avalanches without internal self-organization. Mag-
netic substorms seem to require a continuous loading pro-
cess in order to drive them into a critical/near-critical state
(Horton and Doxas, 1996). Klimas et al. (2004) performed
a study of SOC in models of the magnetic field reversal and
driven reconnection of the plasma sheet by performing nu-
merical simulations with 2-D resistive MHD models that in-
volve anomalous resistivity of a current-driven kinetic insta-
bility. They show that the Poynting flux in cascades that de-
velop occurs in bursts, whose duration, integrated size and
total energy content exhibit scale-free power-law probabil-
ity distributions over large ranges of scales providing strong
evidence that their model has developed into SOC.

Turbulence produces cascading of spatial scales with a
spatial correlation (big eddies fragment locally into smaller
eddies), while SOC avalanches are uncorrelated. Using sta-
tistical methods common to studies of SOC and intermittent
turbulence (IT), Uritsky et al. (2007) analyzed extreme ultra-
violet images of the solar corona. The data exhibited simulta-
neous characteristics of both regimes (power-law avalanche
statistics as well as multiscaling of structure functions for
spatial activity). This implies that both SOC and IT may
be manifestations of a single complex dynamical process
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entangling avalanches of magnetic energy dissipation with
turbulent particle flows.

Following Bak’s above mentioned pioneering work in
1987, not only was there an “avalanche” in SOC studies from
the modeling side, but people started to search for signatures
of SOC everywhere in natural occuring phenomenon from
the Sun to the Earth (see Sects. 3, 4 and 5).

3 Solar phenomena

Like on Earth, the space environment also has a weather of its
own, its own space weather. Our Sun is definitely the driver
of our local space weather and it is well known that the solar
corona is a very dynamic region which is the source of many
phenomena (e.g. solar flares, coronal mass ejections, solar
energetic particle events, etc.). Therefore, it was not surpriz-
ing that it was on the Sun where one first began to search for
SOC signatures. Observations have provided convincing ev-
idence indicating certain space plasma processes are in states
of complexity and SOC, especially with the discovery of the
apparent power-law probability distribution of solar flare in-
tensities.Recently Robbrecht et al. (2009) presented results
that suggest the possibility that the size of coronal mass out-
flows also follow a power-law distribution (no typical coronal
mass ejection size exists).

Overview tables of numerous distributions of peak fluxes
in solar flare phenomena can be found in (Hudson, 1978;
Crosby et al., 1993; Aschwanden, Dennis and Benz 1998;
Charbonneau et al., 2001; Miroshnichenko et al., 2001; As-
chwanden, 2004, 2011). Examples of frequency distribution
studies performed on solar flares and solar energetic particle
events are given in the next two sub-sections.

3.1 Solar flares

Solar flares are related to magnetic energy releases in a large
range of sizes and occur on time scales ranging from a few
seconds or less to hours. The statistical behavior of solar
flares has been characterized with frequency distributions of
hard X-ray parameters and here some of the pioneering ref-
erences are listed: Datlowe et al., 1974; Lin et al., 1984;
Dennis, 1985; Schwartz et al., 1992; Crosby et al., 1993;
Lee et al., 1993; Pearce et al., 1993; Bai, 1993; Biesecker,
1994; Biesecker et al., 1994; Bromund et al., 1995; Kucera
et al., 1997. It is found that most of the distributions can
be represented by power-laws having a slope in the range
of −1.4,...,−2.4 above a threshold (usually attributed to the
sensitivity of the experiment used).

Lu and Hamilton (1991) proposed a model based on SOC,
where each solar flare is considered an avalanche event in
a critically stable system. They assume that the solar coro-
nal magnetic field is in a self-organized state where the ran-
dom twisting of the magnetic field by photospheric convec-
tion motion plays the role of the addition of sand grains. The

local instability is related to the magnetic discontinuity an-
gle between the magnetic field vectors on opposite sides of a
particular current sheet (Parker, 1988). When the critical an-
gle is exceeded reconnection can proceed explosively and the
energy will be “redistributed” along the magnetic field thus
reducing the angle. The way the magnetic energy is redis-
tributed (e.g. isotropically, anisotropically), how the system
is driven (the loading mechanism) and the “incorporation” of
magnetohydrodynamics has been further developed by au-
thors such as Lu et al. (1993), Galsgaard (1996), Georgoulis
and Vlahos (1998), Isliker et al. (2001).

Traditionally the total database of the parameter describing
the solar flare is used in the analysis providing one with the
global signature of the phenomenon being studied. However,
Crosby et al. (1998) found that by sub-grouping a parameter
as a function of another parameter describing the solar flare
and thereafter performing frequency distributions on individ-
ual sub-groups provides interesting information. In Fig. 1b
the frequency distribution of the deka-keV WATCH solar
flare peak count rate for the total database (1990-mid1992)
is illustrated. It can be represented, above the turn-over
at 50 c s−1 and for almost three orders of magnitude, by a
power-law with a slopeα =−1.58±0.02. The turn-over ob-
served in the lower end of the frequency distribution may be
attributed to detector sensitivity (missing the smaller events
in the background noise). Figure 1a shows the frequency
distribution of the flare total duration for the same time-
span and the distribution can be represented by two power-
laws or a power-law with an exponential roll-over. The
database was divided into five subgroups as function of their
total duration (D): 6.5 s< D < 200 s, 200 s< D < 400 s,
400 s< D < 700 s, 700 s< D< 1000 s, D > 1000 s. Fre-
quency distributions were performed on the five subgroups
and the two extremes (D < 200 s andD > 1000 s) are illus-
trated in Fig. 1d. All five frequency distributions can be rep-
resented by power-laws above a turn-over, but it is interest-
ing to note that the slope of the power-law systematically
varies with the range of the durations of the events (Table 1).
This is due to the fact that the two parameters (peak count
rate and duration) are positively correlated as can be seen
in Fig. 1c. Georgoulis et al. (2001) were later able to re-
produce efficiently most of the statistical properties found in
this WATCH solar flare sub-grouping study by using cellular
automata SOC models.

From a scale-invariant model like the avalanche model
one would expect that the individual pulses that make up an
avalanche would also show power-law behavior and that the
slope values would be similar. The count rate frequency dis-
tribution of more than 5000 hard X-ray structures (less than
1 s) detected in more than 600 solar flares was found to be
well-represented by a power-law with a slope of−1.46 to
−1.82 (Aschwanden et al., 1995, 1998). This is identical to
what has been found for the global frequency distribution be-
havior of solar flare X-rays (e.g. Crosby et al., 1993) and thus
supports the avalanche model.
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Fig. 11. The frequency distribution of the bursts total duration for the
whole observing period, and the fitting by either a single power-law
with a slope (γ= -1.08+/-0.03) with an exponential roll-over at Tmax=
2100 +/- 100 s (dotted line) or by two power-laws with slopes:β1=
-1.09+/-0.05 andβ2= -2.28 +/- 0.08 (full lines).

Table 5. Characteristics of the frequency distributions in peak count
rates for sub-groups of events.
Nfit: number of events in the fit
Ntot: total number of events in the distribution.

duration interval slope Nfit Ntot

(seconds) (α)

t>6.5 -1.58+/-0.02 1251 1537

6.5<t<200 -2.17+/-0.07 437 653

200<t<400 -1.82+/-0.08 236 309

400<t<700 -1.46+/-0.06 190 229

700<t<1000 -1.34+/-0.03 108 124

t>1000 -1.15+/-0.05 206 222

to investigate if the parameters of the frequency distributions
vary from one sub-group to the other (see Tables 6 and 7). It is
found that the distribution is always steepest in the long time
range. When the frequency distributions are fitted by a single
power-law with an exponential roll-over, the power-law is flat-
ter for the sub-group with the largest peak count rates, while the
value of Tmax (s) defining the exponential roll-over systemat-
ically increases (see Table 7). A similar behaviour is obtained
for frequency distributions of rise and decay times (see Crosby,
1996 for more details).

4.2. Correlation between the different X-ray flare parameters

Fig. 12 illustrates the correlation scatter plots between the dif-
ferent characteristic times (total duration, rise and decay time)
as function of peak count rates. The slopes of the different cor-
relation plots are similar (∼0.5). The correlation coefficients
range between 0.5 and 0.6, the coefficient between the peak

Table 6.Characteristics of the frequency distributions in total durations
for subgroups of events (see text for details) (2 power-law fits).

Total Duration

α1 α2

All events -1.09+/-0.05 -2.28+/-0.08

P< 100 c/s -1.59+/-0.08 -3.15+/-0.35

P> 100 c/s -1.09+/-0.07 -2.67+/-0.17

Table 7.Characteristics of the frequency distributions in total durations
for subgroups of events (see text for details) (power-law slopeα with
an exponential roll-over Tmax).

Total Duration

α Tmax (s)

All events -1.08+/-0.03 2100+/-100

P< 100 c/s -1.28+/-0.06 800+/- 80

P> 100 c/s -0.90+/-0.11 2200 +/-150

count rate and the rise time being the lowest one (0.5). This is
consistent with what was previously observed at higher X-ray
energies with HXRBS/SMM (Crosby et al., 1993) where a loose
correlation was also observed between the flare duration and the
peak count rate.

4.3. Is there a relation between successive flares in the same
active region?

A large percentage of the solar bursts recorded by WATCH could
be associated with an active region. We define as4T the elapsed
time between two events in the same active region as the dif-
ference between the peaktimes of an event and of the preceding
one. Bursts that are selected to define4T must originate from
the same telemetry dump or from adjacent dumps forming an
uninterrupted sequence and be associated with the same active
region. The study performed below on several active regions
is based only on the dumps in which a lot of bursts arise from
the same active region. (see Crosby (1996) for details). The fre-
quency distribution of the elapsed time4T is found to be well-
represented by a power-law distribution with a slope (γ= -0.78
+/- 0.13) and an exponential roll-over (T= 19000 s +/- 5600).
The slope is similar to what Pearce et al. (1993) found using
the HXRBS/SMM database. The reason why the exponential
roll-over was not observed in the HXRBS/SMM database may
still be related to the fact that the SMM spacecraft had 60 min-
utes observation windows due to the low orbit. It is investigated
whether the magnitude of bursts associated with the same active
region is dependent or not on the time elapsed between succes-
sive bursts. The results are plotted in Fig. 13. No correlation is

Fig. 1a. The frequency distribution of the WATCH total duration
for the total observing period, that can either be represented by one
single power-law with an exponential roll-over or by two power-
laws. From Crosby et al. (1998).
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rise phase of the flare. This was sometimes observed at higher
X-ray energies by HXRBS/SMM, but less systematically. A lot
of small soft X-ray enhancements not classified as GOES flares
are associated with small bursts observed by WATCH around
10 keV. The production of suprathermal populations or of hot
components in the corona is thus not limited to the “usual”
GOES soft X-ray flares classified in ‘Solar Geophysical Data’.
The spectral analysis performed on some events clearly shows
that the emission around 10 keV does not only result from the
plasma detected around a few keV by GOES. A hotter compo-
nent or a non-thermal population is required in the solar corona
to produce this emission. As already suggested from the previ-
ous analysis of a few flares (Hernandez et al. 1986, Kane et al.
1992), the non-thermal electron population thus extends down
to 10 keV in many events.

4. Statistical analysis of solar X-ray flare parameters

4.1. Frequency distributions of X-ray flare parameters

Using the WATCH solar burst catalogue, frequency distributions
are derived for the following parameters: peak count rate, total
duration, rise time and decay time. Events where start, end/or
peak time are not observed are not included (14 events) in the
analysis, thus giving a total of 1537 events for the study.

4.1.1. Flare peak count rate frequency distribution

It is first investigated whether the shape of the frequency distri-
bution of the flare peak count rate above background is sensitive
to the shift in the energy bands of WATCH discussed in Sect. 2.3.
It is found that the frequency distributions obtained for the dif-
ferent observing periods are all well-represented by power-laws
above a turn-over with a slope which does not change signifi-
cantly during the three observing periods.

The analysis can thus be performed on the total database and
Fig. 10 (top) illustrates the frequency distribution of the peak
count rate for the total database. It can be represented, above
the turn-over at 50 c/s and for almost three orders of magnitude,
by a power-law with a slopeα, whereα= -1.58 +/- 0.02.

We furthermore divided the events into five subgroups as
function of their total duration (D): 6.5 s< D < 200 s, 200
s < D < 400 s, 400 s< D < 700 s, 700 s< D < 1000 s,
D > 1000 s. The frequency distributions are performed on the
five subgroups and the two extremes are illustrated in Fig. 10
(bottom). All five frequency distributions can be represented by
power-laws above a turn-over, but it is found that the slope of the
power-law systematically varies with the range of durations of
the events (see Table 5). The slope is steepest for the sub-group
with the shortest duration and as the duration increases for each
sub-group the slope of the power-law decreases. It must be noted
that this effect is systematically observed independently of the
values of the durations used for the limits of the sub-groups.

Fig. 10. The frequency distribution of the WATCH flare peak count
rate for the total observing period (top) well-represented by a power-
law above the turn-over at 50 c/s (1251 events) with a slopeα= -1.58
+/- 0.02. The frequency distribution of the WATCH peak count rate for
different sub-groups of events (bottom). The steeper slope (α= -2.17+/-
0.07) refers to events with duration less that 200 seconds (full line) and
the flatter slope (α= -1.15+/-0.05) to events that have durations greater
than 1000 seconds (dashed curve)

4.1.2. Total duration, rise and decay time frequency
distributions

Fig. 11 represents the frequency distribution of the burst to-
tal duration for the whole database. A single power-law above
a turn-over does not fit the distribution very well. This effect
was already suggested in other databases (Crosby et al. 1993;
Bromund et al. 1995), but is much more pronounced in the
present study probably because of the longer day-time orbit of
the spacecraft which allows to observe longer duration events.
Double power-law representation or a power-law with an ex-
ponential roll-over as suggested by Lu et al. (1993) have been
used to fit the distributions and the results are summarized in
Tables 6 and 7. The events are then divided into subgroups de-
fined by the range of peak count rates (P<100 c/s, P>100 c/s)

Fig. 1b. The frequency distribution of the WATCH flare peak
count rate for the total observing period, that is well-represented
by a power-law above the turn-over at 100 c s−1 with a slope
−1.59± 0.02. From Crosby et al. (1998).

Often it is a measured parameter such as peak count rate
or duration that is used in solar flare frequency distribution
studies. For comparison reasons it is useful that modeled val-
ues such as the peak energy and total energy released in a so-
lar flare be studied too. It was found that the frequency distri-
bution of the total energy in electrons (ergs) computed for so-
lar hard X-ray observations (25–500 keV) is well-represented
by a power-law with a slope of−1.53±0.02 (Crosby et al.,
1993). For solar soft X-ray observations it was found that
the frequency distribution of the energy contained in tran-
sient brightenings also follows a power-law with a similar
slope [−1.5− ∼−1.6] Shimizu (1995). This similarity in
slope values suggested that independently on the form under
which the released energy is converted (heating of plasma
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Fig. 12. Scatter plots between the (1) total duration, (2) rise time and
(3) decay time with the peak count rate with the following slopes (s)
and correlation coefficients (cc): (1) s= 0.52+/-0.07 and cc= 0.61, (2)
s= 0.46+/-0.06 and cc= 0.50, (3) s= 0.57 +/- 0.06 and cc= 0.62.

found between the elapsed time4T and the size of the event.
It is also checked whether4T is dependent on the size of the
preceding event. The triangles on Fig. 13 correspond to bursts
for which the preceding event was larger than 1000 c/s. As can
be noticed, there is no evidence of the need of a sufficient time
interval for a burst (even a big one) to occur after a large burst
in the same active region.

5. Discussion and conclusion

5.1. Energy contained in the WATCH flares

The analysis of the WATCH observations shows that in agree-
ment with previous works, the X-ray emitting component
around 10 keV does not only result from the plasma detected
around a few keV by e.g. GOES. Either a hotter component or
a non-thermal electron population must produce this emission.
The similar time profiles observed around 10 keV and at higher
energies suggest that non-thermal emission is produced in some
events down to∼10 keV. This has previously been suggested
from the analysis of other flares in both soft and hard X-ray do-
mains (e.g. Gabriel et al. 1984; Hernandez et al. 1986; Gabriel

Fig. 13.Scatter plot between the elapsed time4T since previous burst
and the burst peak count rate for bursts associated with the same active
region. This plot is obtained by the accumulation of 19 plots performed
on several active regions. The triangles indicate that the preceding event
had a large peak count rate ( 1000 c/s).

et al. 1991; Kane et al. 1992). In some events, there is an indica-
tion of a “Neupert effect” between the WATCH time profiles at
10 keV and the derivatives of GOES time profiles around a few
keV. This suggests that X-ray emission around 10 keV contains
indeed a non-thermal component, and thus is a good indicator
of the primary energy release in a flare.

Assuming non-thermal emission for the most energetic
deka-keV bursts observed by WATCH, it is found that the peak
energy flux extrapolated to the HXRBS/SMM range is that of the
small hard X-ray flares (less than 1027 ergs/s above 25 keV).
This suggests that the complete WATCH solar database dis-
cussed in this paper deals with smaller energy releases than
those observed by HXRBS/SMM.

The observations of solar bursts by WATCH also revealed
that several bursts at 10 keV may occur during a single GOES
soft X-ray flare. This suggests that the injection of energy con-
tained in suprathermal electrons occurs throughout a flare and
not only at the rise phase of this flare. A lot of small soft X-
ray enhancements detected by GOES are associated with small
bursts observed by WATCH around 10 keV. The production of a
hot (T∼107 K) plasma in the corona or of a suprathermal popu-
lation of electrons is thus a relatively common process, which is
not only limited to GOES soft X-ray flares of class C or greater.

5.2. Frequency distributions and their interpretations

The earliest attempt to account for the flare size distribution
was proposed by Rosner& Vaiana (1978) in the context of
the ’stochastic relaxation model’. It is based on the following
three assumptions: 1) flaring is a stochastic relaxation process,
2) the energy build-up is exponential between flares, 3) all the
free energy built-up between flares is released by the following
flare and the system returns to its unperturbed or ground state
via flaring. In the case where the built-up energy exceeds the
ground-state energy, these assumptions lead to a power-law fre-

Fig. 1c. Scatter plot between the WATCH total duration with the
peak count rate. From Crosby et al. (1998).
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rise phase of the flare. This was sometimes observed at higher
X-ray energies by HXRBS/SMM, but less systematically. A lot
of small soft X-ray enhancements not classified as GOES flares
are associated with small bursts observed by WATCH around
10 keV. The production of suprathermal populations or of hot
components in the corona is thus not limited to the “usual”
GOES soft X-ray flares classified in ‘Solar Geophysical Data’.
The spectral analysis performed on some events clearly shows
that the emission around 10 keV does not only result from the
plasma detected around a few keV by GOES. A hotter compo-
nent or a non-thermal population is required in the solar corona
to produce this emission. As already suggested from the previ-
ous analysis of a few flares (Hernandez et al. 1986, Kane et al.
1992), the non-thermal electron population thus extends down
to 10 keV in many events.

4. Statistical analysis of solar X-ray flare parameters

4.1. Frequency distributions of X-ray flare parameters

Using the WATCH solar burst catalogue, frequency distributions
are derived for the following parameters: peak count rate, total
duration, rise time and decay time. Events where start, end/or
peak time are not observed are not included (14 events) in the
analysis, thus giving a total of 1537 events for the study.

4.1.1. Flare peak count rate frequency distribution

It is first investigated whether the shape of the frequency distri-
bution of the flare peak count rate above background is sensitive
to the shift in the energy bands of WATCH discussed in Sect. 2.3.
It is found that the frequency distributions obtained for the dif-
ferent observing periods are all well-represented by power-laws
above a turn-over with a slope which does not change signifi-
cantly during the three observing periods.

The analysis can thus be performed on the total database and
Fig. 10 (top) illustrates the frequency distribution of the peak
count rate for the total database. It can be represented, above
the turn-over at 50 c/s and for almost three orders of magnitude,
by a power-law with a slopeα, whereα= -1.58 +/- 0.02.

We furthermore divided the events into five subgroups as
function of their total duration (D): 6.5 s< D < 200 s, 200
s < D < 400 s, 400 s< D < 700 s, 700 s< D < 1000 s,
D > 1000 s. The frequency distributions are performed on the
five subgroups and the two extremes are illustrated in Fig. 10
(bottom). All five frequency distributions can be represented by
power-laws above a turn-over, but it is found that the slope of the
power-law systematically varies with the range of durations of
the events (see Table 5). The slope is steepest for the sub-group
with the shortest duration and as the duration increases for each
sub-group the slope of the power-law decreases. It must be noted
that this effect is systematically observed independently of the
values of the durations used for the limits of the sub-groups.

Fig. 10. The frequency distribution of the WATCH flare peak count
rate for the total observing period (top) well-represented by a power-
law above the turn-over at 50 c/s (1251 events) with a slopeα= -1.58
+/- 0.02. The frequency distribution of the WATCH peak count rate for
different sub-groups of events (bottom). The steeper slope (α= -2.17+/-
0.07) refers to events with duration less that 200 seconds (full line) and
the flatter slope (α= -1.15+/-0.05) to events that have durations greater
than 1000 seconds (dashed curve)

4.1.2. Total duration, rise and decay time frequency
distributions

Fig. 11 represents the frequency distribution of the burst to-
tal duration for the whole database. A single power-law above
a turn-over does not fit the distribution very well. This effect
was already suggested in other databases (Crosby et al. 1993;
Bromund et al. 1995), but is much more pronounced in the
present study probably because of the longer day-time orbit of
the spacecraft which allows to observe longer duration events.
Double power-law representation or a power-law with an ex-
ponential roll-over as suggested by Lu et al. (1993) have been
used to fit the distributions and the results are summarized in
Tables 6 and 7. The events are then divided into subgroups de-
fined by the range of peak count rates (P<100 c/s, P>100 c/s)

Fig. 1d. The frequency distribution of the WATCH peak count rate
as function of duration interval. The steeper slope refers to events
that have durations less than 200 s and the flatter slope to events that
have durations greater than 800 s. From Crosby et al. (1998).

or production of non-thermal particles), the analysis of fre-
quency distributions of total energy contained in either non-
thermal particles or hot plasmas gives a good identification
on the energy release distribution itself. Furthermore by us-
ing previous performed frequency distributions of thermal
energies from nanoflare statistics in the quiet Sun, Aschwan-
den (2004) found that the overall slope of the synthesized
frequency nanoflare distribution is−1.54±0.03, similar to
that of transient brightenings and X-ray flares (see Fig. 2).

Litvinenko (1996) uses a time-dependent continuity equa-
tion that that takes the dynamical evolution and mutual inter-
action of multiple magnetic reconnection current sites by co-
alescence into account and is able to quantify the frequency
of flare energies, thus deriving a frequency distribution of
flare energies with a power-law slope in the range of E−1.5

and E−1.75. A physically based explanation for this similar-
ity in energy frequency distribution slope values was given
by Craig (2001) by showing that an E−1.5 power-law is ex-
actly the spectrum to be expected from distributed solar flare
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Table 1. Characteristics of the WATCH frequency distributions in
peak count rate for sub-groups of events.Nfit: number of events
in the fit. N tot: total number of events in the distribution. Adapted
from Crosby et al. (1998).

Duration Interval Slope Nfit N tot
(s)

D > 6.5 −1.58 ± 0.02 1251 1537
6.5< D < 200 −2.17 ± 0.07 437 653
200< D < 400 −1.82 ± 0.08 236 309
400< D < 700 −1.46 ± 0.06 190 229
700< 1000 −1.34 ± 0.03 108 124
D > 1000 −1.15 ± 0.05 206 222

Fig. 2. Compilation of frequency distributions of thermal en-
ergies from nanoflare statistics in the quiet Sun, active region
transient brightenings, and hard X-ray flares. The labels in-
dicate the following studies: K= Krucker and Benz (1998),
Benz and Krucker (2002), P= Parnell and Jupp (2000) (cor-
rected for an error in the original paper), A= Aschwanden et
al. (2000), Shimizu (1995), C= Crosby et al. (1993), and 171,
195= Aschwanden and Parnell (2002). From Aschwanden (2004).

reconnection events with 2-D current sheet geometry, using
the known properties of analytic solutions for reconnection
and a relatively conservative set of additional assumptions.
Furthermore, Aschwanden and Parnell (2002) formulated a
theory of frequency distributions and correlations of flare-
like processes based on fractal geometry and the physical
scaling laws known from the energy balance equation be-
tween heating, conductive, and radiative loss (RTV laws),
using power-law approximations for the frequency distribu-
tions and scaling laws. Their theory reproduces a power-law
slope value of−1.54 for the frequency distribution of ther-
mal energies.

3.2 Solar energetic particle events

Sporadic solar energetic particle (SEP) events are the main
concern for interplanetary space travel, especially at times
of solar maximum. For mitigation purposes it is therefore es-
sential to know the probability of a large SEP event occurring
over a given time period. Like solar flares, SEP events also
show power-law behavior over three to four decades when
frequency distributions are performed on the data. Using data
from some of the first space observatories (IMP-4 and IMP-
5) Van Hollebeke et al. (1975) performed frequency distribu-
tions on the number of proton events per unit intensity (max-
imum intensity at 40 MeV) from May 1967–December 1972
and found power-law behavior with a slope of−1.15±0.05.
Around two decades later Cliver et al. (1991) obtained size
distributions of peak fluxes of solar energetic proton (24–
32 MeV) and electron (3.6–18.5 MeV) events observed with
particle detectors on IMP-8. They found that the peak differ-
ential fluxes of the proton events have a slope of−1.30±0.07
and for the electrons it was−1.42±0.04.

Gabriel and Feynman (1996) found power-law represen-
tations of time-integrated fluxes of solar energetic particle
events using observations from IMP 1,2,3, OGO 1, and IMP
5,6,7. Depending on the integral energy the slope values
of the power-laws range are between−1.2 and−1.4 de-
pending on the integral energy (>10, 30, 60 MeV) over
three to four orders of magnitude in fluence. A study by
Miroshnichenko et al. (2001) found that a subset of sud-
den storm commencement associated events have a double
power-law distribution with two exponents (−1.00± 0.04
and −1.53± 0.03), whereas the overall distribution has a
slope value of−1.37±0.05. Other studies include Geronti-
dou et al. (2002) and references in the above mentioned SEP
event studies.

The flatter value found for the SEP frequency distribution
power-law slope compared to that found for solar flares could
be a selection effect. The above studies were performed for
proton energies greater than 10 MeV meaning that the SEP
events would have been associated with large solar flares and/
or coronal mass ejection shocks. Therefore one would au-
tomatically be covering more the region of high SEP flux
values compared to low values, hence the flatter slope value.
This is consistent with the flatter slope found for the WATCH
peak count rate frequency distribution associated with long-
duration flares (D > 1000 s); see Table 1.

It is important to note that perhaps one has not yet mea-
sured the largest possible SEP event and that the largest SEP
events used in empirical models originate only from the satel-
lite era. McCracken et al. (2001a, b) analyzed a total of
125 large fluence SEPs identified from the nitrate deposi-
tion in ice core from Greenland for the period 1561–1950.
These data have been augmented with ionospheric and satel-
lite data for the period 1950–1994. There were five peri-
ods in the vicinity of 1610, 1710, 1790, 1870, and 1950,
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when large>30 MeV proton events with fluence greater than
2×109 cm−2 were up to 8 times more frequent than in the
era of satellite observation. The largest SEP in the nitrate
record (associated with the Carrington white light flare event
in 1859) had a>30 MeV proton fluence that was in the range
18–36×109 cm−2 (McCracken et al., 2001b). This is a factor
4–8 times greater than the value for the August 1972 solar
particle event, frequently regarded as the “worst case” SEP
event.

4 Solar wind – magnetospheric signatures

One of the fundamental problems of space physics is the
characterization of global energy storage and release in the
coupled solar wind-magnetosphere system. There exist two
regimes of the solar wind (high speed and slow speed). Near
solar minimum, activity is focused at low altitudes, high-
speed solar wind prevails, and magnetic fields are dipolar,
whereas near solar maximum, the solar winds are slower and
more chaotic, with fluctuating magnetic fields. As the Sun
rotates these various streams rotate as well (co-rotation) and
produce a pattern in the solar wind much like that of a rotat-
ing lawn sprinkler.

As the solar wind flows past the Earth, it continuously en-
ergizes the terrestrial magnetosphere filling it with plasma
and magnetic field energy. As the magnetosphere relaxes to
lower-energy states, it releases the energy either back to the
nightside solar wind, or deeper to the ionosphere. The mag-
netosphere can either dissipate the incoming energy directly,
or store it and then discharge it. Usually it is a combination
of both these processes. There are several ways for the en-
ergy transfer from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere to
take place and one of them is through currents that connect
the two regions. In the ionosphere it is the auroral electrojets
which are the most intense ones and the most closely con-
nected with the magnetospheric region where the energy is
stored. At the same time the precipitating charged particles
that form the currents give rise to the aurora.

The auroral zone geomagnetic energy is measured by an
auroral electrojet index obtained from a number (usually
greater than 10) of stations distributed in local time in the lat-
itude region that is typical of the northern hemisphere auroral
zone (Davis and Sugiura, 1966). For each of the stations the
north-south magnetic perturbation H is recorded as a function
of universal time. A superposition of these data from all the
stations enables a lower bound or maximum negative excur-
sion of the H component to be determined “the AL index”.
Similarly, an upper bound or maximum positive excursion
in H is determined “the AU index”. The difference between
these two geomagnetic indices, AU-AL, is called the AE in-
dex (for more information see Mayaud, 1980).

Recent statistical studies of complexity in space plas-
mas have resulted in the search for SOC in the near-Earth
space environment. Examples include the auroral electrojet

Table 2. Power-law slope values for the electron outer radiation belt
count rate data (middle column) and the power-law slope value for
the solar wind velocity (right-side column). Adapted from Crosby
et al. (2005).

Year Electron Count Rate Solar Wind Velocity
slope slope

1995 −1.476± 0.007 −5.54 ± 0.15
1996 −1.655± 0.006 −10.45 ± 0.27
1997 −1.728± 0.008 −13.76 ± 0.59

indices, UVI auroral imagery, and in-situ measurements in
the solar wind, Earth’s magnetotail and Earth’s outer elec-
tron radiation belt.

4.1 Solar wind and auroral electrojet indices

The solar wind speed is one of the important parameters for
space weather prediction. It is especially at times of high
speed solar winds that interesting effects are observed in the
magnetosphere and often the higher the speed the more im-
portant is the effect.

Burlaga and Lazarus (2000) found that the lognormal dis-
tribution is a good model for the solar wind velocity data
measured in 1996 to 1998 (less satisfactory for the data ob-
tained during 1995 when corotating streams were present).

Frequency distributions of the solar wind velocity for
the three years (1995, 1996 and 1997) were performed by
Crosby et al. (2005) for all data and for two sub-groups of
values: (1) corresponding to southward interplanetary mag-
netic field, (2) corresponding to northward interplanetary
magnetic field. For each distribution the power-law fit of the
solar wind velocity distribution for the interval (500 km s−1,
900 km s−1) was computed using the maximum likelihood
method. Slopes for all three interplanetary magnetic field
intervals lie within error bars and were found to be small-
est in 1995 thereafter increasing systematically as a function
of year (for all data see Table 2). Crosby et al. (2005) do
not suggest that a power-law distribution is a better represen-
tation of the statistical properties observed in the solar wind
velocity data than a lognormal distribution. Instead they look
for trends in the slopes and emphasized using these results,
that any realistic fit would show tendencies in the statistical
properties of the data during the solar cycle.

Freeman et al. (2000) showed that the solar windvBs
(v = solar wind speed,Bs= rectified function of the north-
south component) andε burst lifetime distributions are of
power-law form with an exponential cut-off, consistent with
the solar wind being an SOC system. Furthermore, they
showed that theε burst lifetime distribution is not signif-
icantly different to that of the AU and|AL | geomagnetic
indices, indicating that this scale-free property of the AE
indices could arise from the solar wind input and may not
be an intrinsic property of the magnetospheric system.
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However, based on the analysis of auroral electrojet in-
dex data, Uritsky et al. (2001), found an absence of one-to-
one mappings between integrated input power and AE bursts.
They found that the solar wind input has essentially differ-
ent scaling features and does not control the dynamics of the
AE index bursts for times shorter than 3.5 h indicating the
internal magnetospheric origin of the revealed effects. For
reasons such as these Watkins (2002) suggested that better
indicators of SOC behavior than those derived from AE are
needed in the magnetospheric case.

4.2 Auroral images

Some of the most significant observations of SOC behav-
ior in the magnetosphere have been found to be the scale-
free statistical distributions of nighttime auroral emission re-
gions. Lui et al. (2000) investigated whether the dynamic
magnetosphere is an avalanching system by performing fre-
quency distributions on parameters of the global auroral dis-
tribution by using auroral images obtained by the UV imager
(UVI) on the Polar spacecraft. They found that the internal
relaxations of the magnetosphere statistically follow power-
laws that have the same index independent of the overall level
of activity (quiet vs sub-storm).

By extending the analysis of Lui et al. (2000) from a static
spatial analysis to a spatiotemporal analysis of active regions
in the Polar UVI images (Uritsky et al., 2002) showed that the
probability distributions of the time-evolving blobs over the
lifetime, maximum area, integrated area, maximum power
and integrated energy output obey distinct power-laws over a
wide range of scales. Especially, the integrated energy out-
put can be represented by a power-law with a slope−1.5
over five orders of magnitude. Ground-based all-sky cam-
era observations of auroral emission also show power-law
behavior (Kozelov et al. 2004) close to those observed by
Polar UVI image data (Uritsky et al., 2002, 2003). A study
based on POLAR UVI images, show that energy and dura-
tion probability distributions of particle precipitation events
obey finite-size scaling relations indicative of a SOC dynam-
ical state (Uritsky et al., 2006a).

Time-dependent fractal measures of auroral activity can
be used as sensitive indicators of early stages of the devel-
opment of high-latitude geomagnetic disturbances providing
important auxiliary information of phases of the nonlinear
magnetospgheric response to the solar wind driver (Uritsky
et al., 2006b). They highlight that this type of result suggests
that during the development of geomagnetic perturbations,
the auroral activity undergoes a transition from the SOC state
to the super-critical state that is formed at the end of the
growth phase or during the early expansion phase. This mul-
tiscale reorganization provides new quantitative information
on the preparedness of the magnetosphere for a large-scale
unloading that can improve the accuracy of space weather
forecasting.

4.3 Outer electron radiation belt

Understanding the dynamic behavior of Earth’s electron radi-
ation belts is important for the design of spacecraft crossing
this region (once or numerous times) and of spacecraft situ-
ated in geostationary orbit.

Even though there are no individually defined avalanches
in the outer electron radiation belt, as there for example are
in the solar corona (e.g. solar flares), one can imagine that the
outer radiation belt acts as one individual system one “flare”.
As mentioned in Sect. 3.1 the frequency distribution of indi-
vidual pulses making up a solar flare show power-law behav-
ior. This inspired Crosby et al. (2005) to apply this technique
on the outer electron radiation belt, the analogy being that the
pulses that make up the outer radiation belt are identical with
the burst structures making up a flare “individual avalanche”.

In this study it was shown that frequency distributions
of outer electron radiation belt data, measured by the
CID/STRV-1 experiment (>750 keV), are well-represented
by power-laws over two decades. Furthermore sub-grouping
the radiation belt count rate data as a function of spatial lo-
cation or temporal interval (e.g. L-shell, magnetic local time,
solar cycle) shows systematic trends in the value of the slope
of the power-laws. Results suggest that the entire outer radi-
ation belt appears to be affected as the sum of its individual
parts. Furthermore trends observed in the data were simi-
lar to trends observed in the solar wind velocity distributions
(see Table 2) linking the solar wind and the outer electron
belt in agreement with earlier studies which used different
techniques (e.g. Blake et al., 1997, Iles et al., 2002 and refer-
ences therein).

There are various theories regarding electron radiation belt
enhancements (e.g. acceleration mechanisms, loss mecha-
nisms, relation to the solar driver) and performing frequency
distributions on the simulated data is one way to test the mod-
els. In the end it may prove to be a mixture of physical pro-
cesses that must be accounted for to be able to reproduce the
signatures observed in the data.

5 Phenomena on earth

Earthquakes, floods, storms, volcanic eruptions, landslides,
and forest fires are the major natural catastrophes that occur
on Earth. Like their counterparts in space they too come in
all sizes and durations. Concerning loss of life, earthquakes
must be ranked first, but landslides too can be catastrophic
wiping out villages in mountainous regions. The difference
in hazard arises mainly from the fact that the seismic waves
released by an earthquake cause damage on a regional scale,
while the impact of landslides is often limited to smaller ar-
eas. In the following sub-sections some of these hazards will
be discussed in regard to their frequency distribution signa-
tures.
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5.1 Earthquakes

Earthquakes exhibit considerable complexity in their organi-
zation both in space and time but have also strong regulari-
ties. Long before the concept of SOC was introduced, earth-
quakes were known as a source of scale-invariant behavior
such as the Gutenberg-Richter (G-R) Law describing the sta-
tistical distribution of earthquake sizes and by the Omori Law
describing the frequency of aftershocks. The short time tem-
poral correlation between earthquakes is given by the Omori
Law (Omori, 1895), which states that immediately after an
earthquake, the frequency of a sequence of aftershocks de-
cays with time, where aftershocks are described as correlated
events that occur after a large seismic event.

Over fifty years ago Gutenberg and Richter (1954) estab-
lished the well-known Gutenberg and Richter size-frequency
relationship that gives the number of earthquakes of magni-
tude larger than M in a large given geographic area over a
long time interval, N(M). The law states that the frequency-
size relationship of earthquakes scales according to the same
power-law for all seismic regions, regardless of geological
history and tectonic settings. The G-R law follows a power-
law: N = 10a−bM , whereN = number of events having a
magnitude>M, a andb are constants. The constantb is typi-
cally equal to 1.0 in seismically active regions. There is some
variation withb-values in the range 0.5 to 1.5 depending on
the tectonic environment of the region The G-R magnitude
frequency distribution for energy released in earthquakes is
the most commonly cited example of a naturally occurring
SOC phenomenon on Earth and can be understood as a con-
sequence of the Earth’s crust being in a SOC state.

More recently Okubo and Aki (1987) demonstrated that
the fault systems and the spatial distribution of epicenters of
earthquakes are fractal. This was followed by Christensen et
al. (2002) who proposed and verified a unified scaling law
that describes the probability of interoccurrence times be-
tween earthquakes for a cutoff magnitude and region size.
The Law links together the G-R Law, the Omori Law and the
fractal dimension of the fault. Specifically, the Omori Law
is shown to be the short time limit of a general hierarchical
phenomenon containing the statistics of both main shocks
and aftershocks indicating that they are created by the same
mechanism.

It is generally accepted by the scientific community that
the frequency size distribution of small, medium and large
earthquakes follows a power-law. However, many works
have investigated possible variations of this law from one
seismic region to another and as a function of magnitude and
time. Especially, the size distribution of the very rare, ex-
treme big earthquakes is much less well understood and two
main deviations have been reported and discussed repeatedly
in the literature: (1) A turn-over is expected from general en-
ergy considerations. (2) The slope of the power-law for the
same tectonic type is a function of ridge zones. For more

details on these deviations and references therein, see Pis-
arenko et al. (2004a) and Pisarenko and Sornette (2004b).

5.2 Landslides, wildfires, volcanoes, snow avalanches,
rock-falls, etc.

Landslides are complex natural phenomena that constitute
a serious natural hazard in many countries. The landslide
event is commonly associated with a trigger, such as an earth-
quake (minutes after), a rapid snowmelt (hours to days), or
an intense rainfall (days to weeks), and ranges in size from
a single landslide to many thousands. Frequency area distri-
butions of medium and large landslides in each “inventory”
decays as an inverse power of the landslide area over 2–4
orders of magnitude of landslide area (e.g. Malamud et al.,
2004; Malamud, 2004).

Malamud et al. (1998) considered four forest fire and wild-
fire datasets from the USA and Australia. Thus the datasets
came from a variety of geographic regions with different veg-
etation types and climate. In each case, it was found that the
noncululative number of fires per year plotted as a function
of burned fire area correlates well with a power-law rela-
tionship. The noncumulative frequency-area distribution of
forest fires in the province of Ontario, Canada are shown in
Turcotte and Malamud (2004).

Volcanoes erupt in different ways and thus come in all
shapes and sizes. Power-law distributions indicating SOC
behavior in volcano eruptions are mentioned in the litera-
ture. For example this behavior was found in the eruptions,
volcano-induced earthquakes, dikes, fissures, lava flows, and
interflow periods of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano by
Grasso and Bachélery (1995).

Birkeland and Landry (2002) found evidence of
frequency-size power-laws in several groups of snow
avalanche paths and state that their results are consistent
with SOC. They emphasize that the practical implication of
this work is that the frequency-size relationship for small and
medium sized avalanches may be useful for quantifying the
risk of large snow avalanches within a group of avalanche
paths.

Rockfalls studies also show power-law behavior, for ex-
ample Dussauge et al. (2003) analyzed three rockfall data
sets on subvertical cliffs and found that for all three catalogs
the rockfall volume distribution follows a power-law distri-
bution for volumes ranging from 102 to 1010 m3.

6 Frequency distributions, forecasts, risk assessment
and mitigation

The tail of a distribution refers to its most extreme values. In
the Gaussian distribution these tails are exponentials, while
a distribution with a heavy tail decays much more slowly. A
heavy tail is an attribute of a phenomenon called scale in-
variance, which as presented in the previous sections appears
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to underlie many natural systems in the Sun-Earth scenario.
These phenomena are all found to have a frequency size dis-
tribution that follows a power-law. Hence, power-laws in
these systems reveal an underlying universality in nature.
More importantly, observing power-law behavior suggests
that large natural hazards are not as infrequent as we might
have originally thought.

It is important to note that by creating a frequency size
distribution and using it to assess risks, one is assuming that
the events themselves are uncorrelated in time (e.g. they are
Poissonian). Therefore the main question “Are complex sys-
tems predictable or not?” is highly debated in the literature.
As (Sornette, 2002) states it so concisely: “The outstanding
scientific question that needs to be addressed to guide pre-
diction is how large-scale patterns of a catastrophic nature
might evolve from a series of interactions on the smallest
and increasingly larger scales, where the rules for the interac-
tions are presumed identifiable and known”, as well as “It is
essential to realize that the long-term behavior of these com-
plex systems is often controlled in large part by these rare
catastrophic events”. For example, if large events do in fact
cluster together significantly then it is important to include
this in a risk analysis.

At present no proven method is available for the short term
prediction of earthquakes (minutes to months). Current ap-
proaches can be divided into two general classes: (1) Em-
pirical observations of precursory changes (e.g. seismic ac-
tivity, ground motions). (2) Statistical patterns of seismicity.
However, it is possible to make probabilistic hazard assess-
ments for earthquake risks. Holliday et al. (2005) discuss a
new approach to earthquake forecasting based on a pattern
informatics method which quantifies temporal variations in
seismicity. The output, which is based on an association of
small earthquakes with future large earthquakes, is a map of
areas in a seismic region (“hotspots”) where earthquakes are
forecast to occur in a future 10-yr time span.

Xapsos et al. (2000) developed a model predicting cumu-
lative solar proton event fluence distributions using the Max-
imum Entropy approach and results correspond well with
the measured solar proton distributions. Koons (2001) ap-
plied extreme value analysis to the magnetic indexAp, so-
lar proton daily averaged flux values, as well as to the ex-
cess of>2 MeV electron flux values over a threshold value
at geosynchronous orbit. Results show that the extreme val-
ues observed to date are not unusual in that they are well fit
by extreme value models. They also show that larger values
than observed to date can be expected for each of the param-
eters during any 100-yr period. A similar type of analysis
could be performed on data originating from other natural
hazards.

Exponential roll-overs that are sometimes observed in
the upper end of some frequency distributions could sim-
ply be due to missing data (all sizes of events have not
been recorded in the given observing period). Perhaps what
this means is that one simply has not yet observed over a

systematically long enough time to have the total statistics of
the phenomenon being studied. In such a case the discussion
of whether the tail of the distribution is heavy tailed or not
becomes irrelevant.

As long as there is enough statistics frequency distri-
butions provide information on the statistical properties of
the variability that is present in the natural system be-
ing observed on any chosen time-scale (e.g. months, years,
decades). Furthermore this type of study also gives the prob-
ability of exceeding a given threshold value over a given
time; limiting the size of an event which is important for
mitigation purposes. The average values can then be com-
pared with models used in mitigation strategies (e.g. space-
craft design, warning facilities,...). Power-law distributions
are increasingly being used by reinsurance companies and
governments to assess the risks posed by natural hazards, as
power-laws allow one to make conservative and realistic es-
timates of these risks.

7 SOC and frequency distributions

As mentioned in Sect. 2 not only SOC models display
power-law behavior. For this reason the following three
SOC (physics-free) criteria have been proposed (Aschwan-
den, 2011):

– Statistical Independence: events that occur in a SOC
system are statistically independent and not causally
connected in space or time. Waiting time distributions
should be consistent with a stationary or non-stationary
Poisson process, in order to guarantee statistical inde-
pendency by means of probabilities.

– Nonlinear Coherent Growth: time evolution of a SOC
event has an initial nonlinear growth phase after ex-
ceeding a critical threshold. The nonlinear growth of
dissipated energy, or an observed signal that is approx-
imately proportional to the energy dissipation rate, ex-
hibits an exponential-like or multiplicative time profile
for coherent processes.

– Random Duration of Rise Times: if a system is in a state
of SOC, the rise time or duration of the coherent growth
phase of an avalanche is unpredictable and thus exhibits
a random duration. The randomness of rise times can
be verified from their statistical distributions being con-
sistent with binomial, Poissonian, or exponential func-
tions.

One difficulty in applying the SOC concept is its broad
definition in the literature. Chapman and Watkins (2001)
define three definitions: (1) Original SOC mechanism sug-
gested by Bak et al. (1987), (2) Forced SOC introduced by
Chang (1992), and (3) Phenomenological definition based
on observation of some or all of a set of possible diag-
nostics of SOC such as bursty time series, “1/f ” power
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spectra and avalanche distributions SOC-like (Chapman and
Watkins (2001). Demonstration of SOC in the magneto-
sphere requires one to define a set of observable properties
which are the unique fingerprint of SOC as stated by Watkins
et al. (2001). Using auroral images in EUV is a promising
fingerprint and the beauty of SOC is its way of connecting ev-
erything (wide field of applications). SOC is just one mech-
anism for explaining scale invariance and therefore not only
SOC behavior produces power-laws.

However, it can not be ignored that many natural systems
in the Sun-Earth scenario have frequency size distributions
that follow a power-law distribution. Since power-laws are
the only statistical distributions that are completely scale-
invariant, they offer a unique way to explore the possibility
of an underlying universality in nature. By studying how the
global statistics of avalanches vary for different phenomena
one can in parallel not help but to ask the question: Does
there exist a common avalanche signature? This is still a
very important unanswered question.

DeArcangelis et al. (2006) analyzed available experimen-
tal earthquake and solar flare catalogs and showed that the
stochastic processes underlying these apparently different
phenomena have universal properties. Namely both prob-
lems exhibit the same distributions of sizes, inter-occurrence
times and the same temporal clustering. The observed uni-
versality suggests a common approach to the interpretation of
both phenomena in terms of the same driving physical mech-
anism. It should be noted here that direct measured param-
eters such as count rate will be detector dependant and this
can influence the frequency distribution of the measured pa-
rameter. For example Aschwanden, Schwartz and Alt (1995)
attributed the difference in the frequency distribution of solar
flare hard X-ray pulses at 50 keV with those at 25 keV prob-
ably as a result of increased contamination in the lower en-
ergy range by thermal hard X-ray emission. In general if you
compare solar flare peak count rate frequency distributions in
the literature there are variations (see tables in Aschwanden,
2004). Therefore, it is suggested in this review paper that a
derived parameter such as energy is more appropriate when
comparing phenomenon, as certain instrumental effects will
indirectly have been taken care of.

It was found that the frequency distribution of energy
released in solar flares, transient brightenings, nanoflares
(Sect. 3.1) and ionospheric emissions “auroral blobs”
(Sect. 4.2) are similar. In these cases the slope value of the
power-law is approximately−1.5. Furthermore earthquakes
have been found to have a similar distribution. This review
paper suggests two things: (1) Energy may be released in a
similar “universal” way, perhaps in a manner that maximizes
the energy efficiency of the system where the phenomenon
occurs. (2) The approximate value of 1.5 is a transcendental
number in nature.

SOC is an interesting concept as its signature is not only
found in natural systems. For example, Carreras et al. (2004)
found that the blackout size time series in electrical power

Table 3. Analogy between a power system and a sandpile. Adapted
from Carreras et al. (2004).

Power System Sand Pile

System state Loading pattern Gradient Profile
Driving Force Customer Load Addition of Sand
Relaxing Event Response to Blackout Gravity
Event Limit Flow or Trip Sand Topples

systems seem indistinguishable from the sandpile avalanche
size time series. This similarity suggests that SOC-like dy-
namics may play an important role in the global complex
dynamics of power systems. Thus large blackouts are much
more frequent than might be expected. In particular, the ap-
plication of traditional risk evaluation methods can underes-
timate the risk of large blackouts. The analogy between a
power system and a sand pile is presented in Table 3. One
can only wonder where else similar tendencies of SOC be-
havior will be found in the future.

8 Conclusions

A simple approach, a powerful tool, frequency distributions
provide us with very useful information for the understand-
ing of the complex behavior found in dynamical systems.
Modelling a given natural hazard as a complex system in a
self-organized critical state provides a good context to under-
stand the frequency distributions of the parameters describ-
ing the phenomenon and is one way of looking at it. It may
turn out to be another theoretical model than SOC that can
account for the observed power-law behavior (e.g. inverse
cascade model) or it may be a mixture of many proccesses
occuring simultaneously. However, the observations them-
selves provides one with useful information when perform-
ing frequency distribution on the data. The main conclusions
of this review paper are as follows:

Observational statistics

– Frequency distributions performed on datasets de-
scribing natural dynamical phenomena (e.g. solar
flares, earthquakes) exhibit power-law behavior.

– Subdividing the measured data as a function of
a parameter and performing frequencing distribu-
tions on the sub-sets shows trends in the data reveal-
ing that the parameters are positively correlated.

Measurement problems and biases

– Turn-overs in the lower end of the frequency distri-
bution for various phenomena may be attributed to
detector sensitivity (missing the small events in the
background noise).
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– Exponential turn-overs in the upper end of the fre-
quency distribution for various phenomena may be
due to either the length of the dataset (missing of
long-term statistics) or that large events differ from
their smaller counter-parts.

– Measured parameters are detector dependent and
may give bias in the slopes of the frequency dis-
tributions for comparison purposes.

Numerical SOC observations

– Various concepts/models exist that produce power-
law behavior such as self-organized criticality
(SOC).

– SOC models are able to reproduce the results found
when performing frequency distributions on mea-
sured data.

Statistical commonalities in SOC statistics

– Power-law behavior is found to be a universal
characteristic defining natural dynamic phenomena
(e.g. solar flares, earthquakes).

– Most distributions performed on observational data
can be represented by power-laws having a slope in
the range of−1.4,...,−2.4.

– Frequency distributions of the energy released
in solar flares, transient brightenings, nanoflares,
ionospheric emissions and earthquakes are found to
be similar (slope value of the power-law is approx-
imate−1.5).

– This paper suggests that the energy parameter
should be used for comparison purposes as it is
detector independent.

Interpretations of physical processes

– Power-law frequency distributions result from non-
linear or coherent processes, have no charcteristic
spatial scale and are the hallmark of nonlinear dis-
sipative systems.

– Power-law frequency distributions of the energy re-
leased in some natural phenomena are found to be
similar (slope value of the power-law is approxi-
mate−1.5). This paper suggests:

– Energy is released in some type of universal
way, perhaps in a manner that maximizes the
energy efficiency of the system where the phe-
nomenon occurs.

– The approximate value of 1.5 is a transcenden-
tal number in nature.

Mitigation and risk analysis

– Results from frequency distributions provide lim-
its to the maximum strength of a phenomenon, vi-
tal for mitigation studies - probability of extreme
events occurring (limit to the size of an event over
a given time period).

– Implementing frequency distributions into the engi-
neering approach “empirical models” is useful for
design studies as well as probabilistic hazard as-
sessment.
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